Cyberpunk NPCs

Cyberpunk NPC – Persian Katra
Adept/Martial Artist/Cyberwhip Exponent
Subject:

Katra.

Aka:

Kat, Kitty Kat, Persian Katra,
Persian Kitty

Age:22
Origin:
Height
Weight
Hair
EyesYellow.

Family name unknown.

Middle Eastern/East European
Caucasian (Russian/Iranian)
5' 53/4"
9st 3lb 51/2oz
Blue/Black
Cat cosmetic modification.

Identifying Features:-Modified, pronounced
canines (cat); Subject is Mute – Possible
Neurological/Psychological trauma induced.
Cybernetic Implants:Eyes, Ears: General modification and enhancement
for covert surveillance operations.
Current Occupation:Exotic Dancer/Personal Bodyguard.
Caution:Favoured weapon is the cyberwhip, used both to
augment her natural gymnastic ability and employed
with deadly force.
Image is Eldora’ by Brom, from the ‘Dark Eden’ CCG.

Place of birth most probably a Russian border state, possibly Armenia.
Probable Russian arcology assassin dance troupe training (Evidence:
dance/combat style; use of the exotic cyber-whip; Russian, military grade,
cyber-wear).
Considering cyber-wear, most probably employed in an
intelligence gathering, perhaps assassination, role. Induction into such
troupes usually being from an early age, this may account for parental loss
and the psychological pathology noted.
The investment in hardware and
training usually means defection from such troupes is virtually impossible.

Psychological Evaluation.
Subject displays evidence of parental fixation - subject has indicated
father died at an early age during one of the many border skirmishes, and
mother disappeared after induction into the arcology.
Development of
apparent devotion/dependency surrogate relationships to compensate appear
evident (See File: Ken "Pinky“ Bruce). Subject may tend to lend more
emotional weight to cursory or loose associations or relationships with
others, such feelings remaining hidden or unexpressed due to the subjects
emotionally defensive nature and current non-communicative state, (there is
no evidence of any physiological trauma to account for the subject's current
mute nature).
Severe psychological trauma caused by forced implant of
cybernetic devices is determined as most probable factor.
Information on
other related psychological trauma as yet undetermined but may account for
the mild dependent/paranoid borderline personality disorder.
Subject is likely to be cautious and secretive, rarely trusting, displaying
possibly sadistic and vindictive hostile tendencies in seeking retribution
if perceived to be betrayed, especially in an emotional capacity.
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